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Key Benefits

WayUp
Diversity & Inclusion Recruitment Platform for Early-Career Hiring 

PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW

UKG delivers best-in-class HR and workforce management in an unmatched suite of solutions and services, 

backed by people who care about you and your people.

UKG connects your people data with WayUp through a standard API integration to extend the value of your 

investment, solve complex needs, reduce costs, and enable innovative solutions.

WayUp is the leading virtual D&I platform that ensures employers of all sizes—from Fortune 500s to 

nonprofits—achieve their diversity hiring goals. With over 6M users (71% of whom self-identify as 

underrepresented minorities, WayUp is the go-to platform used by early-career professionals to get hired.    

UKG customers can seamlessly connect UKG Pro with the WayUp platform. By sourcing across WayUp’s

diverse talent base, which also includes thousands of military veterans, employers can reduce their time-to-

hire and cost-to-hire while ensuring a diverse candidate pool. By using WayUp's proprietary D&I Analytics 

Dashboards, UKG customers will be able to measure which hiring processes are biasing against candidates of 

a specific race or gender in real-time and track detailed analytics in areas like job description bias, virtual 

event ROI, and more.

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW

UKG customers will be able to send their early-career roles to WayUp through an automated job feed.
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Source More Diverse Candidates

Source for entry level roles and internships 
roles from WayUp’s userbase of 6M+ 
diverse, early-career candidates 

Get Best-in-Class D&I Analytics

Understand your D&I analytics in real-time 
with dashboards designed to show you how 
diverse candidates enter your hiring funnel

Amplify Your Brand Virtually

Establish your employer brand and meet 
top candidates where they are – online 
with Virtual Events and branded content.

UKG Pro
UKG Pro is a unified solution that 

helps you build a inclusive company 
culture that drives productivity.

More about WayUp’s Diverse Userbase

Source for early-career roles from WayUp’s userbase of 6M+ 

diverse candidates.  71% of candidates self-identify as 

underrepresented minorities, including 36% Black/LatinX

candidates and 59% Female candidates. Over 7,100 colleges 

and universities are represented, and 37%  of WayUp’s users 

are STEM majors.

92% 
WayUp has helped 92% of 
our employer partners hit 
their early-career DEI goals 
in the past 12 months.

Visit our WayUp Marketplace profile 
for more information our partnership. 

Contact: Matt.Hammack@ukg.com, 

Partner Alliance Manager

https://marketplace.ukg.com/en-US/apps/336851/wayup

